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How to Select the Best Freight Elevator

Car Dimensions and Loading Capacity

Speed

Door Type

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

Max.dimensions

and max.weight 

of the goods to

be transported 

at one time

Fork lift truck be

used to load /unload

the freight?

Can the
size and weight
of goods and its
loading / unloading
method be 
reconsidered?

Determine

hoistway size

Select a model with loading

capacity over 2500kg

Select car
dimensions
and loading
capacity

Is the size of

hoistway enough

for installing

the car?

Final determination

YES

NO

Temporary

selection

of speed

Reguired speed and

loading are within the

standerd specification?

Speed should be reexamined to

fit into the standard specification

Final determination

YES

YES

NO

NO

YES

NO

Is planned

capacity over

2500kg?
Is floor height

4600mm or

more?

Entrance size

required as much

as car door size?

Two-panel horizontal sliding door

Three-panel horizontal sliding door

Two-panel vertical up sliding door

1) Freight elevators shall be selected
    according to size and weight of the
    goods and method of loading and
    unloading the goods.

2) Fork Lift can be used to load the goods
     for those elevator loading capacity
     2500kg or more.

3) Goods including fork lift shall not exceed
    150% of the lift rated load.

1) Speed should be selected by considering
    the transport volume and the time required
     for loading and un-loading. Prefevable speed
    is usually 30 to 45m/min.

2) When the loading weight is 2500kg or more,
    since loading and unloading the goods will
    be taking time, elevator speed is preferable
    to be 30m/min or 45m/min.

1) All Hitachi Freight Elevators are
    equipped with automatic doors.

2) If fork lifts are used for loading and
    unloading, two-panel vertical up
    sliding door is more convenient.
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